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Quick 3 on 3 Introductions

Course Name

Take a minute and share 
with someone near you:

1. Your Name

2. Your current role in 
ministry and how long 
you’ve been in that 
role

3. Why you chose this 
session?
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Opening Prayer - St. Augustine

Late have I loved you, beauty so old and so new; late have I loved you.  
And see, you were within and I was in the external world and sought 
you there, 
and in my unlovely state I plunged into those lovely created things that 
you made.  

You were with me, and I was not with you.  
The lovely things kept me far from you, 
though if they did not have their existence in you, 
they had no existence at all.  
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Opening Prayer

You called and cried out loud and shattered my deafness.  
You were radiant and resplendent, you put to flight my blindness.  
You were fragrant, and I drew in my breath and now pant after 
you.  
I tasted you, and I feel but hunger and thirst for you.  
You touched me, and I am set on fire to attain the peace that is 
yours.

[Augustine, Confessions Henry Chadwick, trans. (Oxford Univ. Press, 1991) bk. 10, xxvii.]
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Pop Quiz:
Which time management system works best?

1. Paper?

2. Phone?

3. PC?

4. People?
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Objectives for Our Time Together

1. Define what stress-free time and task management looks 
like

2. Explore why it is so difficult to achieve
3. Consider three proven responses to help you say “no” 

when you should
4. Discuss principles and practices that can help you 

respond to opportunities and still get the most important 
things done each day
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Stress-free 
time and task 
management
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“in the zone”



What prevents us from being in the zone?
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When you 
return 
home..
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Three Proven Responses to Help You 
Say No with Less Stress



Three Proven 
Responses #1

I’d love to…but I 
simply cannot



Three Proven 
Responses #2

I’d love to, but I’m already 
booked.  
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Three Proven Responses 
#3

• Is this part of my 
unique mission?  
• Or is my desire to help, 
fear of saying no, fear of 
letting others try, my ego, 
or something else getting 
in the way of the work 
God wants someone else 
to do?



Principles and Practices to Help You 
Say Yes with Less Stress



What happens when we are given a task?
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Do I WANT to 
do it?

I do it

Do I HAVE to 
do it?

I don’t do it

Is the pain of 
not doing it 
greater than 
the pain of 
doing it?

I do it

I procrastinate 
until…



A better 
response: 

Close the loop 
with one list 
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GTD
– David Allen



Capture the Incompletes
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What to do with “the list”

Monthly Review – 3 month look out

Weekly Review – 7 day look out 

Daily Review– calendar and action list
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The Four Criteria Model for Choosing Actions

Context Time 
Available

Energy 
Available Priority
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Urgent and Important Matrix
Opportunity and Challenges
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Closing 
Thought:  
Jesus’ 
example
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Stress-free 
time and task 
management
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“in the zone”
THROUGH CHRIST 
WHO STRENGTHENS  
YOU.



Thank You and God Bless You!
Matthew.Manion@Villanova.edu
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